Accuracy strengthens its European and cross-Atlantic network
Neuilly-sur-Seine, 22nd June 2011
Accuracy has reinforced its European presence by opening two new offices in Munich and Rome. At the
same time, Accuracy has also set up its first office in North America: Accuracy Canada Inc., which is based in
Montreal and Quebec.
Accuracy is continuing to grow solidly and to enhance its European presence with the opening of two new
offices in Germany and Italy. After the opening of the Frankfurt office in 2009, Accuracy is now present in
Munich. In Italy, the setting up of the Rome office has just been completed, following on from the creation of
the Milan office in 2008. Accuracy has become the first European independent corporate advisory with
presence in England, Germany, Holland, Italy, Spain and Brussels.
Simultaneously, Accuracy has crossed the Atlantic with the creation of Accuracy Canada, which is now set up
in Montreal and Quebec. Going forward, Accuracy Canada proposes a whole range of services which include
specific expertise in financial investigation, money laundering and fraud prevention.

In these three countries, the Accuracy management team has thus welcomed three new partners:

Heiko ZIEHMS (Germany)
MBA UC Berkeley (Haas), Diplom-Kaufmann
After working for eight years in audit within a Big Four company, followed by Transaction
Services in Chicago, London and Frankfurt, Heiko joined an investment bank in 2007.
He then joined Accuracy in January 2010, where he has been developing the transaction
and litigation offerings for financial investors and businesses.

Pierluca MEZZETTI (Italy)
Graduated in Economics - Università La Sapienza di Roma
After fourteen years in a Valuation and Corporate finance department of a Big Four
company, Pierluca joined Accuracy in order to develop the activities in the Rome office.
Pierluca possesses strong expertise in valuations, transactions and modelisations in the
transport, telecommunications, water, energy and distribution sectors.

Guylaine LECLERC (Canada)
Fellow Chartered Accountant – Investigative and Forensic Accountant Expert
Guylaine Leclerc is the partner in charge of Accuracy activities in Canada. Guylaine has
solid experience as a financial expert in Court and Arbitral rooms, in assessment of
financial damages in civil and commercial files, as well as in investigation of criminal
nature. For the past twenty years, she’s been in charge of major compliance audits and
has helped major corporations in critical matters requiring financial expertise.

Guylaine Leclerc will be assisted by:
Manon ROY (Canada)
Chartered Accountant – Investigative and Forensic Accountant Expert
For more than 10 years, Manon has worked with ministers, organisations and companies
in order to optimise their investigation processes as well as their activities in conformity
audit. She has developed efficient and cutting edge training programmes which address
their resources; today her teams are made up of more than 25,000 employees, top
managers and administrators, in order to optimise the processes and achieve high
results.
François FILION (Canada)
Chartered Accountant - Investigative and Forensic Accountant Expert (EJC) - Business
Valuation Expert (EEE)
François has worked on numerous financial investigations and has also been involved in
valuation engagements. He has over 16 years’ experience in litigation and is a lecturer at
UQAR University. François has been an expert witness in the biggest financial scandal in
Quebec in the recent years.
Il est par ailleurs chargé de cours à l’Université d’UQAR.

According to Frédéric Duponchel, Managing Partner of Accuracy, “…these openings are in line with
Accuracy’s development strategy, which is fast becoming a global actor in its field. In Europe, this strategy is
also about strengthening our network with reinforced operation capacities in the southern Germany and Italy
regions going forward. Outside Europe, Canada is the first step in developing future activities in the high
growth and potential markets where our European clients invest.”

Accuracy is a leading independent financial advisory firm with 35 partners and 200 consultants. Accuracy
has offices located in Paris, Madrid, Amsterdam, Milan, Frankfurt, Brussels, London, Munich, Rome, Quebec
and Montreal.

Accuracy provides truly independent financial advisory services free of all regulatory constraints. Accuracy
makes sense of numbers and assists clients in clear and relevant conclusions, facilitating decisions in situations
such as acquisitions, disposals, disputes, restructuring or corporate difficulties. Accuracy has five service
offerings: Transaction Support & Advisory; Forensics, Litigations & Arbitration; Valuation & Fairness Opinion;
Corporate Recovery Services; Economics & Business Analysis. Accuracy is co-owned by its partners and AON
Corporation, the leading global provider of risk management services, insurance and reinsurance brokerage,
listed on the NYSE.
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